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The root of Theory & prevailing discussions 




Abstract: 

The primary limelight of this research paper revolves around the topic of 

literary theory and post-theory discussions in literary field. The researchers 

have tried to pinpoint the critical approach of liberal humanism (traditional 

approach) being applied prior to modern theory; which, they noted, had paved 

ways for new critical approaches to literary studies. These new approaches 

under the title of literary theory have ushered in a new era of critical 

discussions. While plethora of questions and objections were also raised 

against literary theory by various scholars, due to which, the post-theory or 

after-theory debate begun. All these prospects of liberal humanism, modern 

literary theory and post-theory have been critically visualized in this article.  
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۵۰۹۱۵۰۹۹(Jean-Paul Sartre)

”““What is Literature”
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۷–

0

(Jonathan Culler)(endless) 

 

“One of the most dismaying features of theory today is that it is endless. It is 

not something that you could ever master, not a particular group of texts you 

could learn so as to „know theory‟.” (3)  

(David Carter) 

(complexity) (prove)  

(disprove)

(convincing) (validity) 

(proof) 

(disproof) ("4)
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(Theory before theory-Liberal Humanism) 

”–“(liberal humanism) 

“All the critical approaches describe in this book are a reaction against 

something which went before, and a prior knowledge of these things cannot 

be assumed. Hence, I start with an account of the „liberal humanism‟ against 

which all these newer critical approaches, broadly speaking, define 

themselves”.(5) 
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“Liberal humanism: A term for the kind of „traditional‟ literary scholarship 

that does not subscribe to any theoretical school of thought, e.g. Marxist 

criticism, feminist criticism or new historicism…the term, which is largely 

pejorative, was first used in the 1970s following the rise of theory in literary 

studies…Its primary intellectual impetus came from figures such as Matthew 

Arnold, Irving Babbitt and F.R. Leavis".(6) 

۵۰۷۹

 

(Literary Theory) 
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 (7)

(Thomas A. Schmitz) 

“Literary theory claims to speak for literature in general, for all periods and 

cultures …That literary theory is a toolbox which will always be ready to 

supply the right instrument for the job in hand.” (8) 

 

(Origin of Literary Theory) 

  

 (Poetics)
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 (moment of theory)



 

۱۳۹

۴۷۹۴۶۹۳۷۹۳۹۴۳۲۲

۰۹۱۴(".9)

۴۲۷۳۴۷ (Republic) 

 (ideal)

(11) 
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 ("11 )

(Poetics)

20

22

  

(Viktor Shklovsky)(Art as Device) 

 (Claude Levi-Strauss and Roland Barthes)

۵۰۷۹

“It may well be the case, as some critics‟ claim, that literary theory has been 

around as long as there has been literature, even if it has been termed `poetics' 

for example.” However, aside from the fact that such remarks are not really 

helpful, it remains the case that the advent of courses concerning themselves 

with `theory' first occurs in the 1970s...,.” (14) 
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۵۰۷۹

۵۰۳۹

۳۹۵۰۶۹ 

 “In the 1960s, firstly, there were two older, but still unassimilated, rival new 

approaches, these being Marxist criticism, which had been pioneered in the 

1930s and then reborn in the 1960s, and psychoanalytic criticism, which was 

of the same vintage and was similarly renewing itself in the 1960s.” (15) 

:۵۰۶۹

۵۰۳۹۵۰۶۹

۵۰۶۹

 

۵۰۹۹

(moment of theory) 

(controversial) ("11)

(Objections on Literary Theory): 
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(The Resistance to 

theory)(Against Theory) (after theory)

(The End of Theory, Beyond Theory and what’s left of theory?)

(Thomas A. Schmitz) ” 

“

۵– (Theory for theory’s sake)

۲–(Modern Theories are 

inappropriate to ancient texts)

 (Gregor Maurach) 

 

۳– (New wine in old wineskins)

 

۴– (Literary Theory is too fashionable)

۱(texts must be approached 

unprejudiced)
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۶–(Literary theory uses 

incomprehensible jargons)

(17)

 (Post-Theory debate):

(post-theory)  

(after-theory)

 

 

 (post-) (after-)

 

(Raman Selden) ”

–۲۹۹۱“

 

“As flurry of titles have told us, the present age has opened upon the „End of 

Theory‟ or, more ambiguously, the moment of „after- „or „post-‟Theory.” (18) 
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’‘

(Luiz Fernando Valente)

 

(Post-Theory and Beyond)

(".19)       

 (Jean-Michel Rabate-2002) 

 

"Theory, he writes, is always understood as being „too one-sided, the mere 

half… of a whole in which the missing element is by definition truer, more 

vital, more essential…The problem with Theory seems to be that it is always 

accused of having missed something. That (truer, more vital, more real) 

„something‟ has been in the past and is again designated by those coming 

„after Theory‟ as „literature‟ or „aesthetics‟, criticism‟ or „reading‟, „culture‟ or 

„politics‟.” (20) 
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 (Culler)(Valentine Cunningham)

  

"For Culler, in an essay in the volume What‟s Left of Theory? (2000), it is 

explicitly literature and the literary which have been neglected 

…Cunningham‟s answer calls for a return to the traditional close reading of 

texts, which he believes theory has cast into outer…darkness."(21) 

۲۹۹۹

 

(Benedict de Spinoza) (Post-Theory: Theory and ‘the Folk’

 

"McQuillan et … „[p]ost-Theory is a Theory „yet to come. For these post-

Theorists, post-Theory represents a call for new vibrant, relevant, and readily 

understandable Theoretical discourses."(22) 

 

  

"Hence one way of reading the post-Theoretical moment is to see it as 

inaugurating a new disarticulation of Theory from philosophy. There are two 

possible scenarios here. Firstly, post-Theory could mean Theory divorced 

from philosophy per se; perhaps because with the demise positivism, 
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Theorists no longer perceive any need of legitimating support from the 

synoptic powers of the philosophical imagination."(23) 
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 (44)

(national identity)

 (Jessika Aguilar)”

“

 (Pyotr Chaadayew)

.("42) 
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